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ABSTRACT

The study is designed to create a Management Information System for Study 

Link Review and Tutorial Center. The proposed system automates the day-to-day 

operations and transactions of the tutorial center to provide a more systematic process in 

dealing with the transaction and to be able to generate reports for the owner and tutors of 

the system.

The system focused on the objectives to the following objectives: a Profiling 

module which all the information of employee and students can be viewed as well as its 

program and services; an Enrolment module to enrol the students and reviewee; a 

Scheduling wherein the user can schedule the classes and add new classes and subjects 

together with the tutors; a Student Progress to evaluate the status of the student and send 

notifications via SMS; A Payment module which store all the balances and payment of 

the students; a SMS module which the user can send announcement, reports and other 

reminders of the center and; reports which all the transaction can be viewed by the owner 

of the center.

The methodology used to develop the system is the Scrum Agile Model that 

has the following stages: Product Backlog, Sprint Backlog, and Sprint Development.

Results shows that the Study Link Review and Tutorial Management 

Information System would help all the employees, students and especially the owner to 

make their work easier in terms o f retrieving files, computation of payments, 

summarizing the monthly and annual reports, sending reminders regarding of their 

payment and other announcement.


